3d Bindery is a production partner that understands the importance of producing high quality products at competitive prices, delivered on time. Working primarily for the trade, our company is large enough to handle thousands of books, yet small enough to give you the personalized service you need.

**OUR SERVICES LIST**
- PUR Perfect Binding
- EVA Perfect Binding
- Plastic Coil Binding
- Twin Loop Wire-O Binding
- Comb Binding
- Velobind
- Short Run Digital Printing
- Digital Foil Printing
- Corner Rounding/Slot Punching
- Short Run Lamination
- Thesis/Dissertation Binding
  + so much more!

**OUR EQUIPMENT LIST**
- Muller Martini PUR Line 12 Pocket
- Muller Martini Esprit Trimmer - In Line
- ProLam PBS6101 Perfect Binder (x3)
- Challenge CRT305 Cutter (x2)
- Horauf SN140 3-Knife Trimmer
- Morgana Autocreaser MK2 & Folder
- DocuPunch Plus+ High Speed Punch
- Foil Express Digital Foil Printer (x2)
- Xerox Versant 180 Digital Color Press
- PDI Rhino-Tuff HD6500 Punch (x3)
- GBC Velobind III Punch/Bind
- PVC Marlon350 Auto Crimper (x2)